
CASE STUDY

Major Financial Institution
Securing a multinational bank’s  
hybrid cloud enterprise

Business Need
 » Dependable risk assessment and 
configuration control across a hybrid 
enterprise

 » Vastly reduced attack surface of cloud-
hosted systems through integration 
with DevOps teams and their 
orchestration tools

 » Validation that systems deployed 
automatically meet the approved 
images’ risk levels and configurations 
before it’s too late

 » Change monitoring on elastic systems 
throughout their entire life pan

 » Instant vulnerability assessment on 
individual servers upon unauthorized 
configuration changes

INDUSTRY

HEADCOUNT

CUSTOMER SINCE

SOLUTIONS

Banking and Financial Services

90,000

2000

Tripwire Enterprise & 
Tripwire IP360

Over the past 18 years, this 
multinational bank has kept 
their trust in Tripwire. They’ve 
relied on our promises to deliver 
the solutions that protect both 
their enterprise and the millions 
of customers that drive their 
success.This multinational banking institution has been around for over 100 years, dedicated 

to helping a customer base of over 20 million people in countries all over the world.

In order to serve such a large customer base and keep financial services at compet-
itive rates, they’ve taken advantage of the latest in cloud technology to reduce the 
operating costs of their IT infrastructure and outward-facing services—from online 
banking apps to mortgage calculators. In doing so, they’ve migrated many of these 
customer-facing services to operate in all of the major cloud platforms, including 
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud and soon Amazon Web Services. It’s a challenge for 
organizations adopting cloud infrastructure to properly secure those environments 
due to the elasticity and short lifespan of servers, as well as the ever-growing pres-
ence of containers.

Solution
This banking institution implemented 
Tripwire® Enterprise integrated with Tripwire 
IP360™ for complete risk assessment of 
their hybrid enterprise. Virtual images are 
assessed for configuration compliance and 
checked for over 130,000 vulnerabilities 
before they ever hit the deployment pipeline 
and the continuous integration systems 
responsible for automatically deploying fin-
ished systems. 

By taking this critical step, they’re able to 
remediate vulnerabilities and misconfigura-
tions before reaching product environments. 
This process greatly reduces the chance of 
risks and vulnerabilities making it into their 
cloud environments as well. From there, the 
rest of the integrity management process 
follows each system throughout its lifespan.

Results
 » Once systems are deployed, both 
Tripwire Enterprise and Tripwire 
IP360 assess each final product 
compared to their approved state

 » Tripwire Enterprise continues to 
monitor every change that occurs on 
each system

 » If an unauthorized change is detected, 
Tripwire Enterprise and Tripwire 
IP360 work together to get an instant 
vulnerability scan of that system by 
taking advantage of agent-based 
vulnerability management technology

 » All change events, misconfigurations 
and vulnerabilities are integrated back 
into Tripwire Connect, the reporting 
solution that also covers their 
on-premise systems



Tripwire is a leading provider of security, compliance and IT operations solutions for enterprises, industrial 
organizations, service providers and government agencies. Tripwire solutions are based on high-fidelity 
asset visibility and deep endpoint intelligence combined with business context; together these solutions 
integrate and automate security and IT operations. Tripwire’s portfolio of enterprise-class solutions 
includes configuration and policy management, file integrity monitoring, vulnerability management,  
log management, and reporting and analytics. Learn more at tripwire.com
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